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ABSTRACT 
n 
I: a. = k 
i=2 ]. 
We determine the periods of sequences generated by the 
shift registers with the feedback functions 
and 
x1 + Ek(x2'''''xn)+Ek+1(x2, ••• ,xn) 
over the field GF(2) , 
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1. Introduction 
• 0 .. C::::'-------1 
fig. 1 
In this paper we study only shift registers over the field 
GF(2) = {0,1} characterized by 1 +1 = 0+0 = 0 and 0+1 = 1 • 
Let S(x2 , ••• ,xn) be a symmetric polynomial. Fig. 1 shmvs a sym-
metric shift register of n stages with feedback function x1 + 
S(x2 , ••• ,xn) • If the contents of the register at a certain time 
instant are ... x = (x1 , ••• ,xn) , then the succeeding contents of the 
... 
register are x' = (x1•····x~) given by the formula: 
x! = x. 1 if i < n ~ ~+ and 
The general problem is: If the contents of the shift register 
... 
are a = (a1 , ••• ,an) ho>v many times must the register be shifted 
before its contents again are ... a • The minimal number of times the 
register must be shifted until this happens, is called the minimal 
... 
period of a • The general problem is equivalent to finding the 
minimal periods of the sequences 
difference equation 
satisfying the nonlinear 
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for t > 0 • 
For a general treatment of non-linear shift registers see [2]. 
vle shall in this paper determine the periods of the sequences 
generated by some symmetric shift registers. The paper is inspired 
by Kjeldsen who studied such registers in [3]. 
The weight l<T(i::) of a vector i:: = (a1 , ••• ,an) is defined by 
... n 
w(a) = i-:
1 
ai • We define Ek(x2 , ••• ,xn) for k E {0, ••• ,n-1} by 
the following equivalens: 
vle give a brief outline of the paper. In section 2 we show that 
p+s 
it suffices to determine the periods l'lhen S = L: Ek • If these 
k=p 
periods are lmown, the periods of all the symmetric shift registers 
can be determined. In section 3 vie determine the periods v1hen 
S = Ek and give an alternative proof of some of the results given 
by Kjeldsen in [3]. In section LJ- vie determine the periods when 
... ... 
'vle denote b = (b1 , ... ,bn) E {0,1} also by b = b1 ••• bn. 
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2. Reduction of the general problem 
Let SP be the homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree p 
in the variables x2 , ••• ,xn where p E (0,1, ••• ,n-1}; 
r: • 
2<i1< ••• <i <n 
- p-
The next lemma shovm that (Ek : k E (0, ••• ,n-1}} is a basis 
for the vector space of all the symmetric polynomials in the vari-
ables x2 , ••• ,Xrt. Besides the lemma shows how to obtain the co-
ordinates with respect to this basis. 
Lemma 2.1 Let p E (0, ••• ,n-1} • 
Then, 
n-1 
Sp = E (1c)(mod2)11c • 
k=o P 
(k) denotes the binominal coefficient. p 
Proof: 
Then, 
since every term in the sum is equal to 
terms in the sum. 
We get 
n-1 
sP = E (k) (mod 2 )11c , k=O p 
and we have proved the assertion. 
= (~)(mod 2) 
1 ' and since it is 
Q.E.D. 
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We define intervals in the set of the integers ~ in the usual 
•~ay by [ q, t] = ( i: i E ?Z and q .:::_ i .:::_ t) • 
and 
'l.'heorem _2.2 Let S be the symmetric polynomial in the vari-
M = 
f 
u [q.,t.] 
. " ~ ~ ~=· 
S = L: E 
kEM k 
•~here and t. ~ are integers such that 
t. +'1 < q." for i E ('l, ••• ,f-'1). ~ ~+ \ 
~ ~ Let a= (a1 , ••• ,an) be fixed and let P(S,a) be the minimal 
__, 
period of a v1ith respect to the shift register v1ith feedback 
function x1 + S(x2 , ••• ,xn) • 
a) .... P(S,a) is equal to the minimal 
__, 
period of a vlith respect to the shift register generated by 
t. 
~ 
x1 + E ~ • k=qi 
b) 
__, 
If w(a) 
~ period of a 
f 
?! u (q. ,t. +'1]' 
. " ~ ~ ~=I 
with respect to 
__, 
then P(S,a) is equal to the minimal 
the pure cycling shift register with 
feedback fu_nction x1 • 
By Lemma 2.'1 every symmetric polynomial is on the form 
1vhere ak E (0, '1} • 
By Theorem 2.2 it is sufficient to determine the periods of the 
sequences generated by polynomials on the form 
q+s 
S = L: Ek vlhere 0 _::: q < q + s < n - '1 • 
k=q 
In the last chapters we shall solve this problem for s = 0 and 
s = '1 • 
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Proof of Thm. 2.2 : 
... 
If b e (b1 , ••• ,bn) are the contents of 
... 
"!;he shift register 1·1ith feedback function s, b' = (b_;, ••• ,b~) are 
the succeeding contents of the register • 
... 
w(b') E [qi,ti+1] 
and 
By this observation a) follows. 
and 
... f 
If w(b) %. U [ q. , t
1
. +1] , we observe that 
• " J. J.eo 
... f 
w(b') f. U [q.,ti+1] 
i=1 J. 
By this observation b) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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3. The situation S "' Ek. 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose n > 3 • 
Let 
let 
~"' (a1 , ••• ,an) E (0,1}n and k E (0,1, ••• ,n-1} • Further, 
~ ~ P(Ek 1 a) be the minimal period of a with respect to the 
shift register lvith the feedback function x1 + EkCx2 , ••• ,xn) • 
a) If w(~) E (k,k+1}, P(Ek'~) divides n+1 • 
b) 1'1(~) ¢ (k,k+1} ' ~ If P(Ek 1 a) divides n • 
.... ~ 
c) There exists a such that P(Ek 1 a) is equal to respectively 
n and n+1 • 
Before the proof of the theorem we must show a lemma and in-
troduce some notations. Let 1t = 11 •• ,1 (resp. Ot "'00 ••• o) denote 
a string of t consecutive 1's (resp. O's). 
Definition 2.2 If A is a finite sequence of numbers, then 
l(A) is the length of A • 
~ ~ 
Definition 3.3 is defined by ~(b) = b' 
~ 
where b' is the successor of b in the shift register 1·1ith the 
feedback function x1 + EkCx2 , ••• ,xn) • 
number p of ~i(b) • 
Let be coordinate 
Lemma 3.lJ. 
k + 1 and 
Then 
~ Suppose iv(a) = 
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3. The situation S = Ek. 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose n > 3 • 
Let ~ = (a1 , •• o,an) E (0,1}n and k E (0,1,.o.,n-1} • Further, 
let P(l1_,.~) be the minimal period of ; with respect to the 
shift register with the feedback function x1 + ~(x2 , ... ,xn) • 
a) If w(~) E (k,lc+1} ' P(E1 , ~) 
"' 
divides n+1 0 
b) .... It (k,k+1}' P(Ek 1 ~) If -v1(a) divides n o 
c) There exists ... a such that P(Ek 1 ~) is equal to respectively 
n and n+1 0 
Before the proof of the theorem we must show a lemma and in-
troduce some notations. Let 1t = 11 ... 1 (resp. Ot = 00 ••• o) denote 
a string of t consecutive 1's (resp. O's), 
Definition 3.2 If A is a finite sequence of numbers, then 
l(A) is the length of A o 
Definition 3._2 ll: (0,1}n .... (0,1}n is defined by .... .... j..!.(b) = b' 
... 
where b' is the successor of b in the shift register >vith the 
feedback function x1 + ~(x2 , ••• ,xn) • Let ll~(b) be coordinate 
number p of lli(b) • 
Lemma 3.4 
k + 1 and 
Then 
.... Suppose >v(a) = 
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Proof: Since ~r(a2 , ••• ,an) = k, we have 
When s > 2 , we have >·T(!-!2(;), ••• •1-ln. (ii)) = k- 1 , which implies 
,2(~a) = 
,.... 1s_2otB 01 • 
vle argue in the same way and get 
Since vl(!..l~(;),, •• , i.l~([;)) = k , we have 
"S+1 (->a) 0 B 0 
... = t-1 1 s • 
Hhen t ;:: 2 , vre have 
implies 
s+1 ~ s+1 -> 
u(!..l2 (a), ••• ,!..l11 (a)) = k + 1 , vThich 
lve argue in the same ~my and get 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of thm. 3.1; 
... 
a) Suppose vr(a) = k and By using the same method 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.L> , we get 
s+1 -> 
1-l (a) =B1s+1 • 
Therefore vre can without loss of generality assume that 
We can also assume that a1 = 1 • 
Suppose novT that 
... 
a = 
... 
\•T(a) = k+1 • 
where 
and 
s. > '1 for J.-
... 
w(a) = k+'1. 
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iE['1, ... ,p}, t.>'1 
J. -
for i E [ '1, ••• ,p-'1} , 
p = '1 is a special case which follows directly from Lemma 3.4. 
Suppose therefore that p > '1 • We define for '1 _::: i < p- '1 
Q. = '1 ot J. s. . 
J. J. 
By Lemma 3.4 we get 
/CQ'1) Ca) = 
By induction we get 
= 
1 s 0t +'1 1 s 0t p p '1 '1 ••• 
and by Lemma 3. 4 
,,n+'1('"'a) l(Q'1"''Q_p-'1)+sP+tP+'1(_,) ... 
,... =1--t a =a. 
b) _, n _, If b = (b1 , ••• ,bn) E [0,'1} and w(b) ¢ {k,k+'1}, we get 
... ... w(~-t(b)) = w(b) ¢ {k,k+'1} 
and 
From this observation b) follows • 
c) It is readily verified that ... a - 0 '1 
- n-k-'1 k+'1 has minimal period 
n + '1 • 
... 
If k > '1 , a = on-'1 '1 has minimal period n • If k = 0 
... 
or k = '1 , a = 0 '1n-'1 has minimal period n , since n > 3 • 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem has Kjeldsen proved in [3]. We give an 
alternative proof of his theorem. 
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Theorem ~ Let ~ be the homoheneous polynomial in the 
variables x2 , ••• ,~ of degree k. Suppose 
and 
h = E bk(S2k+S2k+1 ) '\'There bk E (0,1} • 
o<k<n-2 
---r 
Then the minimal periods of the sequences generated by g and h 
divides n or n + 1 • 
Proof: By Lucas' theorem (Thm. 4.71 in [1)) 
= (mod 2) 
(
2q+' (2q) (a) where a,b E (0,1} 
2p+b 2p b 
and q and p are nonnegative integers. 
This implies 
( 1) ( 2q\ = 0 (mod2) \2p+~ 
and 
(2) (
2q+1) (2q+1) 
= (mod2). 
2p+1 2p 
Suppose p is odd. 
By Lemma 2.1 
n-1 n-1 
sP = E (~)Eq + E (q)E q=o q=o P q 
q odd q even 
By (1) 
(3) 
• 
Accordingly, 
Suppose 
Accordingly, 
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g ~ ~ E for some ~ c (1,3, ••• } • sE~ s 
0 ~ p ~~22 • (2), (3) and Lemma 2.'1 
h c ~ E for some ~ c (0,2, ••• } • sE~ s 
imply that 
By Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 the theorem follov!S. 
Q.E.D. 
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In this section we let n 2 4 and k E (O, ••• ,n-2} be 
fixed. We shall study only the shift register with feedback 
function x1 + (Ek + Ek+ 1 ) (x2 , ••• ,xn) • 
Definition 4.1 
tents of the shift register with feedback function 
x 1 + (Ek + Ek+ 1) (x2 , ••• ,xn) , we shall denote the succeeding con-
tents with 9(b) 
~ be the coordinate number p of b 
We first sketch the idea of the proofs in this section, The 
next definition of tho isolated ones and the blocks of vectors is 
essential. If we know the blocks and the isolated ones of b 
we are able to determine the blocks and the isolated ones of 
~ en+2+20',(b) a.(b) ~ c = 
• 
where is an integer dependent of b 
a(b) is often equal to zero. Next we determine the blocks and 
the isolated ones of 
etc. At last we obiW.n a vector eP(i)) with the same blocks and 
isolated ones as ~ b • Because every 1 in b is isolated or 
contained in a block, eP(i)) = b , and p is a period of b 
A block of the vector b is a segment b, ••• bt J of b such 
that b' 1 J- = 0 or j = 1 the segment starts with more than one 
1 
• 
does not contain 00 and is succeeded by more than one 0 
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unless we consider the last block in b In that case it need 
not be succeeded by zeros. 
The isolated ones in -b , which are not contained in the 
blocks, are 1•s which are not contained in any block and with 
a 0 before and after the 1 • The isolated ones in -b , which 
are contained in a block, are the 1•s in the block which are 
succeeded by a 0 also lying in the block, 
The blocks and the isolated ones are defined precisely in 
the next definition. 
- n Definition 4, 2 Let b = b1 ••• bn E ( 0, 1 } and define the 
blocks and the isolated ones of b inductively as follows: 
Suppose that the blocks and the isolated ones of b1 ... bi 
are defined, In the basis step let i = 0 • 
Let j > i be the first j > i such that bj = 1 • We have 
two cases, 
1 ) b.= 1 
J and bj+'1 = 0 or j;;n. By definition E = b. J is an isolated 
one, 
2) bj = bj+1 = 1 We let p be the first p > j such that 
bp+1 = bp+2 = 0 By definition B = b j ••• bp is a block, 
If no such p exists, the block B is defined by 
B = bj • • • bn-1 if bn = 0 
and 
B = bj ••• bn if bn = 1 • 
We define the isolated ones contained in a block B in the 
following way: 
Suppose is a block, and put 
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!Jn = (qE(j, ... ,p};bq=O}. 
Then 
E = aq _1 is an isola ted one if' and only if q E Jrr.- • 
We illustrate the def'inition by the example below. *•s are 
placed above the isolated ones of b and the blocks are under-
lined, 
~ * * * * b = 010110110100!1100100ll 
Now we state the results. 
Main Lemma 4.3 Suppose bE (0,1}n, w(b) = k+2 and 
where Bi is a block or an isolated one not contained in any 
block. We also suppose that b does not start with 10 • 
Then en+2 (b) is equal to the vector obtained by the :follow-
ing changes of b 
1) If Bi is an isolated one, permute Bi and the preceeding 0 • 
2) If Bi = 1Q is a block, substitute B! = Q1 1 
Theorem 4.4: Suppose bE (0,1}n and w(b) = k+2 • Let 
E(b) be the number of isolated ones in b and B(b) the number 
of' blocks in b 
If E(b) > 0 and B(b) > 0 , 
2E(b) + (n+1- 2B(b) - 2E(b)) (n+2) 
is a period of b with respect to the feedback function 
x1 + (Ek+ Ek+1) (x2, • • • ,xn) • 
~ 15 ~ 
A cycle of the shift register with feedback function 
x1 + (Ek+Ek+1 )(x2 , ••• ,xn) is 
e(b) ~ e2(b) ~ .•. ~ eP(b) =b. 
where P is the least positive integer such that p ~ ~ 8 (b) = b • 
The minimal period of b is equal to the length of the cycle con~ 
taining ~ b • 
Theorem 4.5 
denote the minimal period of b with respect to the shift register 
with feedback function x 1 + (Ek+Ek+1)(x2 , ••• ,xn) • 
1) If w(b) ~ [k,k+1,k+2] , P divides n. 
2) 'L'here exist c on the cycle of b such that w(c) = k+2 • 
Let E(c) and B(c) be respectively the number of the iso-
3) 
lated ones and the blocks of ~ c • 
If E(c) = o 
If B(c) = o 
P divides n+2 • 
P divides n+1 • 
If E(c) I o and B(c) I o , P divides 
2E(c) + (n+1-2E(c)-2B(c)) (n+2) • 
If w(b) E (k, k+ 1] , and if there does not exist any on 
the cycle containing b such that w(c) = k+2 , P divides 
n+1 
Theorem 4.6 Let bE (0,1]n and 
minimal period of b with respect to the shift register with feed-
back function x1 + (Ek+Ek+1)(x2 , ••• ,xn) • Let 
~= [2e+(n+1-2e-2b)(n+2): e,b are positive integers; 
2b+e .::;k+2; 2e+4b-2 .::;nl 
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1) P divides one of the numbers in the set ?n U (n,n+1,n+2} , 
2) Every element of ?n is the minimal period for a suitably 
chosen cycle of our shift register. 
Now we illustrate by an example how the main lemma is used to 
prove the theorems. First v1e do an observation, 
Observation 4.7 If w(b) = k+2 and b = 10Q , e2 (b) = Q01 • 
In the following example we put a * above the isolated ones 
and underline the blocks to see how they move and change, We use 
the Main Lemma 4.3 and the Observation 4.7 several times, We 
put n = 22 
* * * ·Y, 
= 0101101101001110010011 
- -
= 1001011011001110100011 
8n+2+2 (b) 
82(n+2)+2(b) = 
92(n+2)+4(b) = 
93(n+2)+4(b) = 
93(n+2)+6(b) = 
94(n+2)+6(b) = 
95(n+2)+6(b) = 
96(n+2)+6(b) = 
9 7(n+2)+6(b) = 
87(n+2)+8(b) = 
9s(n+2)+8(b) = 
9g(n+2)+8(b) = 
1001011100110110001011 
olo111oo1lo11oooto1to1 
1001110010111001001011 
~- * * * Olll0010lll00100101101 
* * * * 0111010011101001001011 
* * * ·:+ 0110110011011010010011 
* * * ·:t 010ll10010110110100011 
1001110100101101100011 
o11to1ooio1to11ooo1to1 
* -t:~ ·X· ~...:-
0110110100102110001011 
* * * * _, 010110110100!ll0010011 = b 
This implies that 8 + 9(n+2) is a period of b The 
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number of the isolated ones and blocks of b is respectively 
E(b) = 4 and B(b) = 3 • We put this into the formula of Theorem 
4.4. and get 
2E(b) + (n+1-2E(b)-2B(b)) (n+2) = 8 + (2)-8-6) (n+2) = 8 + 9(n+2) • 
Now we present the proofs of the main lemma and the theorems. 
But first we introduce some notations. 
Definition 4.8 If C = bi'''bj is a segment of b = 
h(b,C) = j , v(b,C) = i , and Place(b.C) = i, ••• ,j 
Definition 4.9 Let p(10) = 1010 ••• 10 denote a string 
of p consecutive bigrams 10 • 
If 
~ 
b = Pp( 1 O)Q where p > 1 ' p does not end with 10 , 
and Q does not start with 10 , then p(10) is called a sequence 
of isolated ones in b 
Definition 4,10 Let B be a block of b 
of o•s in B, and y the number of 1•s in B 
mass of B is defined by 
m(b,B) = y- X , 
x the number 
Then the 
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Definition 4.11 Suppose 8n+2 (b) = p(10)D where p _;: 0 and 
D does not start vrith 10 , We define 
... 
o.(b) = p 
Definition 4.12 Let B be a block and F = p(10) a sequence 
... 
of ~solated ones in b • In the following three situations we say 
that F and the isolated ones in F follow B : 
... 
b = CBOOFD 
... 
or b = OFQB ... or b = 1FQB • 
Definition 4.13 Let E be an isolated one and B a block 
... 
in b • 
Define 
... 
K(b ,E) = 1 if E follo~<rs a block in .... b , otherv1ise 
K(b,E) = 0 • 
Define K(b,B) = p if B is followed by a sequence of p iso-
_, 
lated ones, otherwise K(b,B) = 0 • 
... 
In the rest of this section b v<ill usually satisfy the 
following claim: 
Claim 4-.14 
1) b E (0, 1 }n and w(b) = k+2 • 
2) .... b contains at least one block and at least one 
3) .... b ends with a block which we denote BEND • 
4) .... b does not begin with 10 • 
Lemma 4. '15 
... 
'l) If w(b) = k+'l b = QO where Q = 
and s. > 1 , then 
~-
isolated one. 
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where 
2) If >v(b) ~ k+2 and b ~ 1QOOC where Q = 1s 01s ••• 01s , then 
0 1 p 
al(Q)+3(b) ~ COOQ1 • 
Proof: 1) We show 1) by induction with respect to the number 
of zeros in Q • If Q ~ 1s' 1) is proved as the first part of the 
proof of the induction step. Suppose 1) is proved for p = q-1 
zeros in Q' and let Q contain p ~ q zeros. Since w(b2 , ••• ,bn) 
~ k l'le have 
If 
... ... 
s
0 
::::_ 2, w(El(b)2 , ••• , El(b)n) ~ k-1 , which implies 
2 ... e (b) ~ 1 _201 s o ••• 01 s co1 • so 1 p 
By the same argument we get 
s 
e 0 (b) = 01s o ••• 1s co 1s -1 • 
1 p 0 
so ... so ... 
lv(El (b)2 , ... ,9 (b)n) = k implies 
s 0 +1 ... e (b ) ~ 1 s o ••• 01 s c o 1 s • 
1 p 0 
Since we have assumed that 1) is correct when Q contains q- 1 
zeros, we get 
and 1) is proved. 
2) Since ~r(b2 ,.,. , bn) = k+1 , 9 (b) ~ QOOCO , Since 
l'l(El(b)) = k+1 it follovrs from 1) that 
Ell(Q)+1 (b) = OOCOOQ' • 
Simple calculation shovrs that 
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9l(Q)+3(b) = COOQ1 • 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Main Lemma 4.2: 
b = OB1 , the claim follOI·TS from lemma 4.15,1 by trivial compu-
... -+ ... 
tations. We assume b I B1 , b I n1o and b I OB1 • We define 
li = 1(0 B1 ••• B.O ) • Observation 4.7 and lemma 4.15.2 imply ao ~ ai 
by induction 
1. 
(4) w(9 ~(b)) = k+2 for i < s • 
Suppose i E (O, ••• ,s-1} , If Bi+1 is an isolated one, 1. 
9 ~(b) is on the form 
(5) 
(6) 
1. 
9 ~(b) = Bi+10R • 
1 .... 
is a block, 9 ~(b) 
li ... 
9 (b) = Bi+100R , 
is on the form 
because (6) is true trivially for i < s-1 since a block is suc-
ceeded by two zeros, Since b does not start 1vHh 10 , 92 (b) = 
TBsOO which implies (6) for i = s-1 • 
Suppose Bi+1 = 1 is an isolated one. vle observe that 
-+ Place(b,Bi+1 ) = li +1 • From (4), (5) and Observation 4.7 we get 
1.+2 
a ~ (b) = R01 • 
Since n+2 = (n-l±J+ li + 2 , there is a one in the coordinate 
n- (n-1.) = 1. = Place(b,B. 1 ) -1 in an+
2 (b) , 
~ ~ ~+ 
1. +2 li +3 ... 
By (4) and (5), >v(a ~ (b)) = k+2, which implies 9 (b) 
= R'010 for suitable R' • Since n+2 = (n-1. -1) + 1. +3 , there is 
~ ~ 
a zero in the coordinate 
n- (n-li -1) = li +1 = Place(b ,Bi+1 ) in an+
2 (b) • 
- 2'1 -
That corresponds to the change '1). 
Suppose next Bi+'1 = '1Q is a block. We observe that 
.... 
v(b,Bi+'1) = 1. +1 • 1 From (li-)' (6) and Lemma 4.'15.2 we get 
li +l(Bi+1 )+2 .., ROOQ1 e (b) = • 
\Ve have 
1-+l(B. )+2 .... 
v(a 1 1+1 (b),Q1) =n+1-l(Bi+1 ). 
n+2 = n-1.-l(B. 1 ) + (l.+l(B. 1 ) +2) implies 1 1+ 1 1+ 
v(en+2 (t),Q1) = n+1-l(Bi+'1)- (n-li-l(Bi+1 )) = 
That corresponds to the change 2) • 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.16 Suppose b satisfies the claim 4,14. 
1) . .... If E is an isolated one 1n b , following a block different 
from BEND, there is an isolated one in coordinate number 
Place(b,E)- 3 in en+2 (b) • 
2) If E is an isolated one in .... b ' following BmD or E does 
.... 
not follow any block in b , there is an isolated one in coordinate 
number P~ace(b,E) -1 in b 
3) .... If B is a block in b different from BmD , there is a block 
B' in an+2 (b) such that 
m(en+2(t),B') = m(b,B) and h(en+2 (b),B') = h(b,B) + 2K(b,B) • 
LJ-) There is a block B'END in en+2 (b) such that 
m(en+2(b .... ),BEN' D) (b .... B ) 
= m ' END 
Proof: 1) Suppose b = CBOOp( 10 )D \vhere B = 1Q is a block 
and D does not start vTith 10 • The isolated ones, following B , 
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are in the coordinates 
(7) h(b,B) + 3+2i for i = o, ••• ,p-1 • 
By Lemma 4.3 
en+2(b) = C'Q10p(10)D' where l(C') = l(C) • 
Since Q ends with 1 , 10(p-1)(10)1 is a seg,1nent of a block B' in 
en+2(b) occupying the coordinates 
h(b,B), ••• ,h(b,B)+2p. 
There are isolated ones contained in B' in the coordinates 
(8) h(b,B)+2i for i = 0, ••• ,p-1 , 
since they are succeeded by zeros in B' • 
(7) and (8) imply 1). 
2) We consider first the isolated ones which follow BEND • 
Suppose b = Op(10)D , 1·1here D does not start with 10. 
By Lemma Lf.3, 9n+2(b) = p(10)D' We observe that the p isolated 
ones has been shifted one coordinate to the left as claimed • 
.... Suppose E is an isolated one in b , which does not follow 
any block. Then b = C00p(10)EOD where p ~ 0 and C might be 
empty. By Lemma 4.3 
en+2(b) = C'Op(10)EOD' where l(C') = l(C) and 
vrhere C' is empty or ends with a zero. We see that E is an iso-
lated one in an+2(b) shifted one coordinate to the left in relation 
to its position in .... b • 
3) Suppose now that .... b = CBOOp(10)D where D does not start 
with 10. vle assume p > 0 • Observe that .... p = K(b,B) • We assume 
B = 1Q where Q = q(10)T and T does not start with 10. By 
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Lemma 4. 3 \~e get 
en+2 (b) = C'Q10p(10)0D' = C'q(10)T10p(10)0D' 
where C' ends vlith t\Vo zeros or is empty and l(C') = l(C) • We 
notice that B' = T10(p-1)(10)1 is a block in en+2 (b) such that 
h(en+2 (b),B') = h(b,B) + 2p • 
Let x
0 
and x1 be respectively the number of O's and 1's in 
T • We have 
m(en+2 (b),B') = (x1+1+p)- (x0 +p) = x1+1-x0 , 
and 
m(b,B) = (1+q+X1 )- (x +q) = x1+1-x , 0 ' 0 
and vie are done. The case p = 0 is similarly proved. 
4) The proof of 4) is analogous to the proof of 3). 
Q.E.D. 
~emma 4.1Z Let b E (0,1}n satisfy Claim 4.14. 
1) If B is a block in b, there is a block B' ... in $(b) such 
that 
h($(b),B') = h(b,B)+2K(b,B)-2o.(b) and m($(b),B') = m(b,B). 
2) If E . .... is an isolated one 1n b , there is an isolated one E' 
in lJl (b) such that 
Place($(b),E') = Place(b,E) -1- 2K(b,E)- 2o.(b)(mod(n+1)) • 
3) The blocks B' and the isolated ones E' \•Till constitute all 
the blocks and ones in ~(b) • 
~~nition 4.18 Let E be an isolated one and B a block 
in b E {0,1}n where b satisfies Claim l~.14. We define 'i(E) =E' 
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and. $(B) ~ B' ~rhere E' and B' are as in Lemma L".17. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1Z: en+2 (b) ~ a.(A)(10)D ~There D does not 
start vii th 10 • By Observation l"· 7 
v(b) ~ Da.(A)(01) where a.(A)(01) ~ 01oo,01 and 
l(a.(A)(01)) ~ 2a.(A) • We divide the proof in 4 cases. 
a) B is a block different from BEND o By Lemma 4.16 there is 
a block C in en+2 (b) such that 
h(en+2 (b),C) ~ h(b,B) +2K(b,B) and n+2 _, .... m(e (b),c) ~ m(b,B) • 
This implies that there is a block B' 
such that 
in $(b) ~ en+2+2a.(b)(b) 
h($(b),B') ~ h(b,B)+2K(b,B)-2et(b) and m($(b),B') ~ m(b,B). 
b) Let B ~ Bm·m o I.Je observe that a.(b) ~ K(b ,BEND) , By Lemma 
4.16 there is a block C in en+2 (b) such that 
(9) ~ n n+2 ::\ _, and m(e (b;,C) = m(b,C) • 
We have en+2 (b) = et(10)DC where D does not start with 10. By 
... 
Observation '+.7 1ve have $(b) = DCo:.(01) • 
We have 
B'END = Ca.(01) is a block in o/(b) such that 
(10) ... ... ... ... 
h($(b),B'END) = n = h(b,BEND) + 2K(b,BErm)- 2et(b) • 
Let x0 and x1 be the number of O's and 1's in C respecti-
vely, then by (9) 
m($(b),B'END) = (x1+a.(b))- (x0 +0:.(b)) = x1 - x0 = m(en+
2 (b),C) 
= m(b,B) • 
c) Let E be an isolated one which does not follorr BEND • By 
Lemma L~.16 there is an isolated one G in en+2 (b) such that 
n+2 _, ) (_, _, Place(e (b),G =Place b,E)-1-2K(b,E). 
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We observe easily that there also is an isolated one E 1 in *(b) 
-> 
= en+2+2~(b)(b) such that 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Place($(b),E 1 ) = Place(b,E)-1-2K(b,E)-2~(b). 
d) vle finally assume that a.(b) I 0 • -> If o. (b ) = 0 , we are 
-+ -> finished. \ve show the lemma for the o.(b) ones in b which fol-
lows BEND • Those isolated ones are in the coordinates 
(11) ... ... 2, ••• , 2o.(b) in b • 
By (10) there are isolated ones in the coordinates 
(12) ... n-2, ••• ,n-2o.(b) in B 1END. 
Let E be one of the isolated ones in (11). ... Place(b,E) = 2i for 
suitable i E { 1, ••• , o.(b)} • By ( 12) there is an isolated one E 1 
in such that 
-t -+ -+ -+ 
Place($ (b) ,E 1 ) = n-2( o.(b )+1-i) = Place(b ,E) - 3- 2~(b) + (n+1) 
= Place(b ,E) - 1 - 2K(b ,E) - 2~(b) (mod(n+1)) • 
This completes the proof of 1) and 2). 
3) We observe that 
\·l(b) = J {isolated ones in b} I + :£ _, m(b ,B) = k+2 , 
B block in b 
and the same is true for $(b). lA\ denotes the number of elements 
in A • Also 
!{E 1 :Eisolated one in b}\ + L: _, m($(b),B 1) = k+2=vr(V(b)) 
· B block in b 
Accordingly the isolated ones E 1 and blocks B 1 \'Till constitute 
all the blocks and ones in $(b) • 
Q.E.D. 
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Corolla:cy 4.1<;?. If b E (0,1}n satisfies Claim 4.14, o/(b) 
also satisfies Claim 4.14. 
Definition 4.19 Let b E (0,1}n satisfy Claim 4.14- and let 
E and B be an isolated one and a block of B respectively. If 
follows in i ... ~ (b) , we say that E and B meets at 
time i + 1 • 
IAI denotes the number of elements of A • 
Definition 4.10 Let b E {0,1}n satisfy Claim 4.14- , and 
let E and B 0 ... be an isolated one and a block ln b 
1) Define the distance between E and B by 
... ... 
DIST..,(E,B) = Place(b,E)-h(b,B)-2 (mod(n+1)). 
b 
2) If E is to the right of B , we define 
a_,(E,B) = J{E' :E' is an isolated one in b such that 
b 
and 
b_,(E,B) = j{B' :B' 
b 
h(b,B) < Place(b,E') < Place(b,E)} J 
.... 
is a block in b such that 
h(b ,B)< h(b ,B') < Place(b ,E)} I , 
If E is to the left of B , we define 
a_,(E,B) = !(E' :E' is an isolated one in b such that 
respectively. 
b 
..... _. -+ ..... I Place(b,E') < Place(b,E) or Place(b,E 1 )>h(b,B)} 
and 
b,..(E,B) 
b 
= I {B 1 :B 1 is a block in b such that 
h(b ,B 1 ) < Place(b ,E) or h(b ,B 1 ) > h(b ,B)} I 
3) We define the meeting time between E and B by 
'I'M_,(E,B) = DIST_,(E,B)- 2a_,(E,B)- 2b_,(E,B) • 
b b b b 
The following lemma justifies the definition of TM_,(E,B) • 
b 
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Lemma 4.21 Let b E (0,1}n satisfy Claim LJ-.14 , let B be 
a block, and let E be the first isolated one in a sequence of 
... 
isolated ones in b • 
Then E and B meet at the time TM_,(E,B) • 
b 
Proof: 
--
We prove it by induction vrith respect to j = DIST_,(E,B). 
b 
Suppose first j = 1 • Then 1~e have one of the followirg tv10 situ-
at ions, B = Bmn and Place(b ,E) = 2 or B } BEND and Place(b,E) 
= h(b,E) + 3 • In both cases DIST_,(E,B) = TM_,(E,B) = 1 • By defi-
b b 
nition E and B meet at the time 1 • Consequently the basis step 
is correct. 
Suppose the lemma is true for DIST_,(E,B) < j and that 
b 
DIST_,(E,B) = j + 1 • vie calculate modulo n + 1 and get 
b ... ... 
DIST$(b)(1/(E),$(B)) = Place($(b),$(E))- h($(b),$(B))- 2 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
= Place(b ,E) - 1 - 2K(b ,E) - 2a.(b) - h(b ,B) - 2K(b ,B) + 2a.(b) - 2 
-+ _. ..... -+ 
= (Place(b,E)- h(b,B)-2)- 2K(b 1E)- 2K(b,B) -1 
... ... 
= DIST_,(E,B)- 2K(b,E)- 2K(b,B)- 1 < j • 
b -
He have 
and 
= a_,(E,B)- K(b,B) 
b 
b$(b)($(E),$(B)) =b;;<E,B)-K(b,E). 
By the induction hypothesis $(E) and $(B) meet at the time 
™o/Cb) ( o/ (E)' HB)) = DIST_,(E,B) - 2K(b,E)- 2K(b ,B)- 1 
... ..... b -+ 
- 2(a__,(E,B)-K(b,B))-2(b_,(E,B)-K(b,E)) = TM_,(E,B)-1. 
b b b 
Hence E and B meet at the time TM_,(E,B) • 
b 
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 4.22 Let b E {0,1}n satisfy Claim 4.14 ... and E(b) 
and B(b) be the number of isolated ones and the number of blocks 
in b respectively. 
Then en isolated one and a block in b meet at most once during 
the time n+1- 2E(b)- 2B(b) • 
Proof: Suppose F is the first sequence of isolated ones to 
the right of B • If such a sequence does not exist, let F be 
the first sequence of isolated ones in ... b • We suppose F = 
E1o ••• OEqO and that E1 and B meet at the time x • vle have 
~x(B) = Q$x(E1 )o*x(E2 ) ... O$x(Eq)01 • 
Yle calculate modulo n + 1 and get 
DIST ,... ( $x(b), $x(E1 )) = Place( $x(b), $x(E1 ))- h( $x(b), $x(B))- 2 
*x(b) 
= Pla~e( *x(b), ,ix(E1 )) - (Place( $x(b), $x(E1 )) + 2q) - 2 = -2-2q = n-1-2q 
and 
and 
E,1 end B meet at the time 
X X X X -+ TM$x(b)($ (E1 ),$ (B)) = DIST$x(b)($ (E1 ),$ (B))- 2(E(b)-g.) 
- 2(B(b)-1) 
-t -+ -+ -t 
=n ~-2q-2(E(b )-q)- 2(B(b )-1) = n+1-2E(b) - 2B(b) • 
Hence E1 and B meet for the second time at the time 
... (.... ... ... 
x+n+1-2E(b)-2B b)> n+1-2E(b)-2B(b), 
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 4.23 Let b E [O,~}n satisfy Claim 4.~4. Suppose F 
is the first sequence of isolated ones to the left of a block B 
.... 
in b • If no such sequence exist, vie let F be the last sequence 
.... 
of ones in b • 
.... 
and B(b) is the number of 
. .... isolated ones and blocks ~n b respectively. Then 
.... .... TM_,(E~,B) < n+~-2E(b)-2B(b), 
b -
Proof: Vle let q ~ B(b) -b_,(E,B) • We make the following 
b 
observation. 
( ~3) 
Between tvm blocks there are at least two 0 1 s • A block 
occupies at least two places. If B 1 is a block and E is 
an isolated one such that Place(b,E) < h(b,B 1 ), then 
.... .... 
h(b,B 1 );: Place(b,E) + 2 • 
vie do not calculate modulo n+1 this time. First iie suppose E1 
is to the left of B • (13) implies 
h(b,B) _::: Place(b,Ep) +2(q-1) +2(q-1) +2 ~ Place(b,E1 ) +2(p-~) 
+4-(q-1) + 2. 
Hence 
DIST ...,(E.-pB) ~ Place(b,E1 )-h(b,B)-2+n+1 b 
:5. Place(b ,E1 )- Place(b ,E1 )- 2(p-1)- L•(q-1 )-2-2+n+1 ~ n+1-2(p--1 )-4q. 
This inequality implies (since q_:: 1 ) 
TM...,(E,B) < n+1- 2(p-1) -'~q- 2(E(b)-p)- 2(B(b)-q) 
b 
~ n+1- 2E(b)- 2B(b)- 2(q-~) < n+1- 2E(b)- 2B(b) • 
Next we suppose E1 is to right of B • Let q 
1 and q" 
be the number of blocks B 1 such that h(b,B 1 ) < h(b,B) and 
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h(b,B') > Place(t,E1 ) respectively. Then g_ = g_' + g" and by (13) 
>ve get 
h(b,B) > 4g_' -2 and Place(b,Ep) :5. n-·4(g_"-1)-1 • 
These ineg_ualHies implies that 
Place(b,E1 ) < n- 4(g_"-1)- 1- 2(p-1) 
and 
DIST_,(E1 ,B) :5. n-l~(g_ 11 -1)-1-2(p-1)-L~q'+2-2 = n-4g_-2p+5 b 
and 
TM_,(E1 ,B) :5. n- lfg_- 2p + 5- 2(E(b)-p) - 2(B(b)-g_) b 
-f """"* _,.. ..... 
= n+1 - 2E(b) - 2B(b) - 2g_ + 4 :5. n+1 - 2E(b) - 2B(b) 
since g_ _:::. 2 • q .:=:. 2 because q = q' + q" , q' > 1 since 
h(b,B) :5. h(b,B), and q" > 1 since h(b,BEND) > Place(b,E1 ). 
As a consequence of the preceeding three lemmas, Lemma lJ-.24 
follows. 
Lemma Lf. 2lf Let b E ( 0,1 }n satisfy Claim 4.14 and let 
E(b) and B(b) . .... be ·t;he number of isolated ones and blocks 1.n b 
respectively. 
Then every one and every block >·rill meet exactly once during 
.... .... 
the time n + 1 - 2E(b) - 2B(b) • 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 : By using 8 some times on b we can 
- . ... . .. 
suppose that b starts with a block B • .... Ifb=B, b satisfies 
Claim 4.14. If b = BO , 8-1 (b) satisfies Claim Lf.14. Finally we 
assume b = BOOp ( 10 )D vrhere D does not start with 10 and p ~ 0 • 
D might be empty. VIe assume B = 1Q • By Lemma Li-.15.2 and 
Observation Le. 7, 
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9l(B)+2+2P(b) = DOOQ1p(01) , 
... 
which satisfies Claim 4.14. Hence we can assume that b satisfies 
Claim Le.14. 
Put T = n+1- 2E(b)- 2B(b) • If E and B is an isolated one and 
... 
a block in b respectively, Lemma LJ..24 implies 
and 
In particular 1ve have 
Let E be an isolated one and B a block. By calculating modulo 
n+1 we get by Lemma LJ.. 17 
Place(*T(b),o/T(E)) = Plaoe(b,E) -TE\1+2IC(i]Ji(b),*i(E)) 
i=O . 
+ 2a.(!J!~(b))) ('l'J.) 
= Place(b,E)- T- 2B(b)- 2E(b) = Place(b,E)- (n+1) = Place(b,E) 
and 
h($T(b),$T(B)) = h(b,B) + T~\2IC($i(b),~i(B))-2a.(i]Ji(b))) 
(15) i=o 
= h(b,B) + 2E(b)- 2E(b) = h(b,B) 
and 
('JL!.), (15) and (16) imply ~rT(b) = b • Thus, we have 
o/T = Tn\n+2+2a.( *i(b)) ... = 9T(n+2)+2E(b) , 
i=o 
and b is on a cycle of period 
T(n+2) + 2E(b) = 2E(b) + (n+1-2E(b)-2B(b))(n+2) • 
Q.E.D. 
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;proof of Theorem L!-._2 ; 1) In this case the shift register 
~ ~ 
11ill only cycle b , hence n is a period of b • 
2) If ~ contains only blocks, Lemma 4.3 implies an+2 (~) ~ ~ • 
a) 
b) 
~ 
If c contains only isolated ones, 11e have two cases: 
~ 
c contains two succeeding O's 
.... 
or c start with 0 • In 
this case we can assume 
~ 
c start lvith 0 by using Observation 
LJ-.7. By Lemma LJ-.3 en+2(~) is obtained from "3 by shifting 
... 
every isolated one in c one coordinate to the left. Hence 
e
n+1( ... ) _ ... 
c - c • 
... ~ 
c does not contain tlvo succeeding 0' s and c does not start 
v1ith 0 • 
92(~) ~ ~ 
... 
If n is odd, 
... 
c ~ 10 ••• 101 • By Observation 4.7 
2 divides n+1 and 1ve are done. If n is even, 
c = 1010 ••• 10 • By Observation 4.7 2 .... e (c) ~ 10 ••• 1001 , and 
11e are in the case a). If E("3) > 0 and B(~) > 0 the claim 
follovlS from Thm.LJ-.LJ .• 
3) Suppose lv(b) = k+'l • b cannot contain tv10 succeeding O' s 
.... 
and b cannot start with 0 , because in both these cases 
there is a ~ c 
.... 
on the same cycle as b such that 
.... 
vT(c) = k+2 • 
... 
If b = 1 a 0 • • • 01 a 0 , 
1 s 
then 
w(e-1(b)) = k+2 • Hence b ... must have the form b = 1 0 ••• 01 • 
a1 as 
By Lemma 4.15.1 
Hence, 
= b . 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.25 Let b E (0,1)11 satisfy Claim 4.14, and suppose 
b = Oas(1100)1qp(01) where s(1100) "'1100 ••• 1100 such that 
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l(s(1100))=4s, a~o, q~2, and 2s+q+p=k+2. 
Let E(b) and B(b) be the number of isolated ones and blocks in 
b respectively. Then the minimal period of b is 
P = 2p + (n+1-2(s+1)-2p)(n+2) = 2E(b) + (n+'l-2B(b)-2E(b))(n+2) • 
Proof: We only give the idea of the proof since it is simple 
but technical. vle use Lemma 4. 3 to shov1 that 
for 1 E [i(n+2):0<i<n+1-2(s+1)-2p)}. 
It is not difficult to show that this is true for all 
l E (O, ••• ,P-1} • 
Q.E.D • 
... 
Proof of Theorem 4.6 Suppose b satisfy Claim 4.14. We 
observe that a block occupies at least two coordinates, bet1veen two 
blocks there are at least triO 0' s and that an isolated one is sue-
ceeded by a 0 • Hence, an isolated one occupies two coordinates. 
Let E(b) and B(b) be the number of isolated ones and blocks in 
... b respectively. By the observations we get 
(17) 
_, ... _, 
2B(b) + 2(B(b )-1) + 2E(b) < n • 
_, 
Since vl(b) = k+2 we have 
(18) 2B(b)+ E(b) < k+2 • 
( 17), ( 18) and Theorem LJ •• imply P E • 
... _, 
If the cycle containing b does not contain a c which satis-
fies Claim 4.14 , we have by Theorem 4. 5 that P divides one of 
the numbers n , n+1 and n+2 • 
We have now proved the first part of the theorem. By Lemma 4.25 
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every element in 11ill be the minimal period of some cycle con-
taining a suitable b € (0,1}n • 
Q.E.D. 
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